
 

The Sandcastle Girls Chris Bohjalian

As recognized, adventure as capably as experience more or less lesson,
amusement, as without difficulty as accord can be gotten by just checking out a
book The Sandcastle Girls Chris Bohjalian furthermore it is not directly done,
you could believe even more roughly this life, roughly the world.

We have the funds for you this proper as with ease as simple habit to get those
all. We find the money for The Sandcastle Girls Chris Bohjalian and numerous
books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the middle of
them is this The Sandcastle Girls Chris Bohjalian that can be your partner.

The Guest Room Crown
A “deliciously dark and dangerous”
novel of love and tragedy in post-
WWII Virginia by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of A
Reliable Wife (O, The Oprah
Magazine). It is the summer of
1948 when a handsome, charismatic
stranger, Charlie Beale, recently
back from the war in Europe, shows
up in the town of Brownsburg, a
sleepy village nestled in the
Valley of Virginia. All he has
with him are two suitcases: one
contains his few possessions,
including a fine set of butcher
knives; the other is full of
money. A lot of money. He’s
searching for a home. What he
finds is love. And what happens
then will haunt Brownsburg for
generations. Heading Out to
Wonderful is a “tale of doomed
love [that] resonates like a folk
ballad, with the language of the

Blue Ridge Mountains and its people
giving this novel its soul . . .
Like any good ballad, the narrative
builds slowly to its violent
climax, packs an emotional punch,
and then haunts readers with its
quintessentially American refrain”
(Publishers Weekly).

Hour of the Witch Harper Collins
A heartbreaking, wildly inventive, and
moving novel narrated by a teenage
runaway, from the bestselling author of
Midwives and The Sandcastle Girls. Close
Your Eyes, Hold Hands is the story of
Emily Shepard, a homeless teen living in an
igloo made of ice and trash bags filled with
frozen leaves. Half a year earlier, a nuclear
plant in Vermont's Northeast Kingdom had
experienced a cataclysmic meltdown, and
both of Emily's parents were killed.
Devastatingly, her father was in charge of
the plant, and the meltdown may have been
his fault. Was he drunk when it happened?
Thousands of people are forced to flee their
homes in the Kingdom; rivers and forests
are destroyed; and Emily feels certain that
as the daughter of the most hated man in
America, she is in danger. So instead of
following the social workers and her
classmates after the meltdown, Emily takes
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off on her own for Burlington, where she
survives by stealing, sleeping on the floor of
a drug dealer's apartment, and inventing a
new identity for herself -- an identity
inspired by her favorite poet, Emily
Dickinson. When Emily befriends a young
homeless boy named Cameron, she protects
him with a ferocity she didn't know she had.
But she still can't outrun her past, can't
escape her grief, can't hide forever—and so
she comes up with the only plan that she
can. A story of loss, adventure, and the
search for friendship in the wake of
catastrophe, Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
is one of Chris Bohjalian’s finest novels to
date—breathtaking, wise, and utterly
transporting.
The Paris Wife Doubleday
The Sandcastle Girls by Chris Bohjalian A Brief
Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK
CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPERthan the
surface of its pages. The characters and its world
come alive, and even after the last page of the book
is closed,the story still lives on, inciting questions
and curiosity.Conversation Starters is peppered
with questions designed tobring us beneath the
surface of the pageand invite us into this world that
continues to lives on. These questions can be used
to... Create Hours of Conversation: * Foster a
deeper understanding of the book* Promote an
atmosphere of discussion for groups* Assist in the
study of the book, either individually or
corporately* Explore unseen realms of the book as
never seen beforeDisclaimer: This book you are
about to enjoy is an independent resource to
supplement the original book, enhancing your
experience of The Sandcastle Girls. If you have not
yet purchased a copy of the original book, please do
before purchasing this unofficial Conversation
Starters.
Conversations on the Sandcastle Girls by Chris
Bohjalian Vintage
A masterful love story set against a backdrop of
epic history and unforgettable courage In the
waning months of World War II, a small group of
people begin the longest journey of their lives. At

the center is eighteen-year-old Anna, the daughter
of Prussian aristocrats, and her first love, a twenty-
year-old Scottish prisoner of war named Callum.
With his boyish good looks and his dedication to
her family, he has captured Anna’s heart. But he
is the enemy, and their love must remain a closely
guarded secret. Only Manfred, a twenty-six-year-
old Wehrmacht corporal, knows the truth. And
Manfred, who is not what he seems to be, is
reluctantly taken with Anna, just as she finds
herself drawn uncomfortably to him. As these
unlikely allies work their way west, their flight will
test both Anna’s and Callum’s love, as well as
their friendship with Manfred–and will forever
bind the young trio together. Includes special
bonus material: Chris Bohjalian responds to
questions from book groups and readers

A Killing in the Real World Simon
and Schuster
The author of A Bridge Across the
Ocean and The Last Year of the
War journeys from the present day
to World War II England, as two
sisters are separated by the chaos
of wartime... Current day, Oxford,
England. Young American scholar
Kendra Van Zant, eager to pursue
her vision of a perfect life,
interviews Isabel McFarland just
when the elderly woman is ready to
give up secrets about the war that
she has kept for decades...beginning
with who she really is. What Kendra
receives from Isabel is both a gift
and a burden—one that will test her
convictions and her heart. 1940s,
England. As Hitler wages an
unprecedented war against
London’s civilian population,
hundreds of thousands of children
are evacuated to foster homes in
the rural countryside. But even as
fifteen-year-old Emmy Downtree
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and her much younger sister Julia
find refuge in a charming Cotswold
cottage, Emmy’s burning ambition
to return to the city and apprentice
with a fashion designer pits her
against Julia’s profound need for
her sister’s presence. Acting at
cross purposes just as the Luftwaffe
rains down its terrible destruction,
the sisters are cruelly separated,
and their lives are transformed...
The Double Bind Ember
From the bestselling author of
Midwives comes a thought-
provoking story about gender, love,
and new relationships. When Allison
Banks develops a crush on Dana
Stevens, she knows that he will
give her what she needs most:
attention, gentleness, kindness,
passion. Her daughter, Carly,
enthusiastically witnesses the
change in her mother. But then a
few months into their relationship,
Dana tells Allison his secret: he has
always been certain that he is a
woman born into the wrong skin,
and soon he will transition. Allison,
overwhelmed by the depth of her
passion, finds herself unable to
leave Dana. By deciding to stay, she
finds she must confront questions
most people never even consider.
Not only will her own life and
Carly’s be irrevocably changed, she
will have to contend with the
outrage of a small Vermont
community and come to terms with
her lover’s new body–hoping
against hope that her love will
transcend the physical.
The Lioness Vintage

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A
powerful thriller about the ways an
entire life can change in one night: A
flight attendant wakes up in the wrong
hotel, in the wrong bed, with a dead
man—and no idea what happened. •
Don't miss the acclaimed HBO Max
series! Cassandra Bowden is no
stranger to hungover mornings. She's a
binge drinker, her job with the airline
making it easy to find adventure, and
the occasional blackouts seem to be
inevitable. She lives with them, and the
accompanying self-loathing. When she
awakes in a Dubai hotel room, she tries
to piece the previous night back
together, counting the minutes until she
has to catch her crew shuttle to the
airport. She quietly slides out of bed,
careful not to aggravate her already
pounding head, and looks at the man
she spent the night with. She sees his
dark hair. His utter stillness. And
blood, a slick, still wet pool on the crisp
white sheets. Afraid to call the
police—she's a single woman alone in a
hotel room far from home—Cassie
begins to lie. She lies as she joins the
other flight attendants and pilots in the
van. She lies on the way to Paris as
she works the first class cabin. She
lies to the FBI agents in New York who
meet her at the gate. Soon it's too late
to come clean-or face the truth about
what really happened back in Dubai.
Could she have killed him? If not, who
did? Set amid the captivating world of
those whose lives unfold at forty
thousand feet, The Flight Attendant
unveils a spellbinding story of memory,
of the giddy pleasures of alcohol and
the devastating consequences of
addiction, and of murder far from
home. Look for Chris Bohjalian's new
novel, The Lioness!
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The Stars Are Fire Blurb
Lisa Stone joins forces with young
Manhattan homicide detective
Richard Heckler after her former
college roommate is brutally
murdered with a pornographer/drug
dealer and a second college friend
is stabbed
Vintage
When Elizabeth Endicott, a young
American woman travels on an aid
mission to Syria in 1915, little does
she realise what atrocities she will
have to face. For Aleppo is the resting
place for the hundreds of thousands of
Armenians who have been forced to
march out of Turkey and through the
desert to Syria. It is there she meets
Armen.
Summary of The Sandcastle Girls
Vintage
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
From the acclaimed author of The
Flight Attendant: “Historical fiction at
its best…. The book is a thriller in
structure, and a real page-turner, the
ending both unexpected and
satisfying” (Diana Gabaldon,
bestselling author of the Outlander
series, The Washington Post). A
young Puritan woman—faithful,
resourceful, but afraid of the demons
that dog her soul—plots her escape
from a violent marriage in this riveting
and propulsive novel of historical
suspense. Boston, 1662. Mary
Deerfield is twenty-four-years-old.
Her skin is porcelain, her eyes delft
blue, and in England she might have
had many suitors. But here in the New
World, amid this community of saints,
Mary is the second wife of Thomas
Deerfield, a man as cruel as he is
powerful. When Thomas, prone to
drunken rage, drives a three-tined fork

into the back of Mary's hand, she
resolves that she must divorce him to
save her life. But in a world where
every neighbor is watching for signs of
the devil, a woman like Mary—a woman
who harbors secret desires and finds it
difficult to tolerate the brazen
hypocrisy of so many men in the
colony—soon becomes herself the
object of suspicion and rumor. When
tainted objects are discovered buried in
Mary's garden, when a boy she has
treated with herbs and simples dies,
and when their servant girl runs
screaming in fright from her home,
Mary must fight to not only escape her
marriage, but also the gallows. A
twisting, tightly plotted novel of
historical suspense from one of our
greatest storytellers, Hour of the Witch
is a timely and terrifying story of
socially sanctioned brutality and the
original American witch hunt.
The Country of Ice Cream Star
Vintage
From the bestselling author of The
Double Bind, Skeletons at the Feast,
and Secrets of Eden, comes a riveting
and dramatic ghost story. In a dusty
corner of a basement in a rambling
Victorian house in northern New
Hampshire, a door has long been
sealed shut with 39 six-inch-long
carriage bolts. The home's new
owners are Chip and Emily Linton and
their twin ten-year-old daughters.
Together they hope to rebuild their
lives there after Chip, an airline pilot,
has to ditch his 70-seat regional jet in
Lake Champlain after double engine
failure. Unlike the Miracle on the
Hudson, however, most of the
passengers aboard Flight 1611 die on
impact or drown. The body count?
Thirty-nine – a coincidence not lost on
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Chip when he discovers the number of
bolts in that basement door.
Meanwhile, Emily finds herself
wondering about the women in this
sparsely populated White Mountain
village – self-proclaimed herbalists –
and their interest in her fifth-grade
daughters. Are the women mad? Or is
it her husband, in the wake of the
tragedy, whose grip on sanity has
become desperately tenuous? The
result is a poignant and powerful ghost
story with all the hallmarks readers
have come to expect from bestselling
novelist Chris Bohjalian: a palpable
sense of place, an unerring sense of
the demons that drive us, and
characters we care about deeply. The
difference this time? Some of those
characters are dead.
Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands St
Martins Press
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
From the bestselling author of The
Flight Attendant comes a spine-tingling
novel of lies, loss and buried
desire—the mesmerizing story of a wife
and mother who vanishes from her bed
late one night. Gorgeous, blond,
successful, living in a beautiful
Victorian home in a Vermont village,
Annalee Ahlberg has another side: at
night she sleepwalks, and her affliction
manifests in ways both devastating
and bizarre. A search party combs the
woods, but there is little trace of
Annalee and her family fears the
worst. Her daughter Lianna leaves
college to care for her father and
younger sister. She finds herself
uncontrollably drawn to Gavin Rikert,
the hazel-eyed detective investigating
the case, and the two become
involved. But Gavin seems to know
more about Lianna's mother than he

should. As Lianna sifts through the life
Annalee has left behind, she wonders if
the man sleeping next to her could hold
the key to her mother's mysterious
disappearance.
The Sandcastle Girls Crown
NOW A LIFETIME TV MOVIE
STARRING JOHN STAMOS From the
bestselling author of The Double Bind,
Midwives, and Skeletons at the Feast
comes a novel of shattered faith, intimate
secrets, and the delicate nature of
sacrifice. "There," says Alice Hayward to
Reverend Stephen Drew, just after her
baptism, and just before going home to
the husband who will kill her that evening
and then shoot himself. Drew, tortured by
the cryptic finality of that short utterance,
feels his faith in God slipping away and is
saved from despair only by a meeting
with Heather Laurent, the author of wildly
successful, inspirational books about . . .
angels. Heather survived a childhood that
culminated in her own parents' murder-
suicide, so she identifies deeply with
Alice’s daughter, Katie, offering herself
as a mentor to the girl and a shoulder for
Stephen – who flees the pulpit to be with
Heather and see if there is anything to be
salvaged from the spiritual wreckage
around him. But then the State's Attorney
begins to suspect that Alice's husband
may not have killed himself. . .and finds
out that Alice had secrets only her
minister knew. Secrets of Eden is both a
haunting literary thriller and a deeply
evocative testament to the inner
complexities that mark all of our lives.
Once again Chris Bohjalian has given us a
riveting page-turner in which nothing is
precisely what it seems. As one character
remarks, “Believe no one. Trust no one.
Assume all of our stories are suspect.”

Full Body Burden Vintage
From the bestselling author of The
Flight Attendant—Patience Avery is
a dowser, a “water witch.” Her
natural gifts enable her to locate
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lost items, missing people, and
aquifers deep within the earth. This
last skill is more in demand than
ever, as her home state of Vermont
is in the grip of the worst drought in
years. Patience knows better than
most that this crisis is only the
start. 25th Anniversary Edition, with
a new note from the author Yet
Patience’s opinion means little to
her brother-in-law, Scottie Winston.
Scottie’s spent the long, dry
summer lobbying for permits to
expand Powder Peak, a local ski
area that’s his law firm’s biggest
client. The resort is seeking to draw
water for snowmaking from the
Chittenden River, despite opposition
from environmentalists who fear
that the already weakened
waterway will be damaged beyond
repair. As the pressure
mounts—from his wife and daughter
on one side and a slew of powerful
politicians and wealthy developers
on the other—Scottie finds himself
pushed closer and closer to a life-
changing moral crisis. One of
bestselling author Chris Bohjalian’s
earliest novels, Water Witches is a
prescient environmentalist and
political drama that’s even more
relevant today than it was a quarter
of a century ago.
The Premonition Vintage
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the
New York Times bestselling author of
The Flight Attendant comes a twisting
story of love and deceit: an American man
vanishes on a rural road in Vietnam, and
his girlfriend follows a path that leads her
home to the very hospital where they
met. Alexis and Austin don’t have a

typical “meet cute”—their first encounter
involves Alexis, an emergency room
doctor, suturing a bullet wound in Austin’s
arm. Six months later, they’re on a
romantic getaway in Vietnam: a bike tour
on which Austin can show Alexis his
passion for cycling, and can pay his
respects to the place where his father and
uncle fought in the war. But then Austin
fails to return from a solo ride. Alexis’s
boyfriend has vanished, the only clue left
behind a bright yellow energy gel dropped
on the road. As Alexis grapples with this
bewildering loss, she starts to uncover a
series of strange lies that force her to
wonder: Where did Austin go? Why did he
really bring her to Vietnam? And how
much danger has he left her in? Set amidst
the adrenaline-fueled world of the
emergency room, The Red Lotus is a
global thriller about those who dedicate
their lives to saving people—and those who
peddle death to the highest bidder.

The Buffalo Soldier Vintage
A haunting love story set during the
First World War amidst the horrors
of the Armenian Genocide One
woman's journey into her family's
past reveals a shocking story that
has never been told. 1915, Aleppo,
Syria.When Elizabeth Endicott steps
off the boat from Boston, armed
only with a crash course in nursing,
nothing could have prepared her for
the atrocities she is about to face.
For Aleppo is the arrival point for
the hundreds of thousands of
Armenians who have been forced to
march out of Turkey and through
the desert to die. There Elizabeth
gets to know Armen, a young
Armenian engineer who has already
lost his wife and infant daughter in
the Genocide. When Armen travels
to Egypt to join the British army, he
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begins to write to Elizabeth, and
slowly realizes that, unless he can
find his way back to her, he risks
becoming lost forever. Present day,
New York.Laura Petrosian has
never really given her Armenian
heritage much thought until an old
friend calls, claiming to have seen a
photo of Laura's grandmother
advertising a museum exhibition. As
Laura embarks on a journey back
through her family's history she'll
find a tale of love, loss - and the
hidden story of a nation in mourning.
'Chris Bohjalian is at his very finest
in this searing story of love and war.
I was mesmerized from page one.
Bravo!' Paula McLain, author of The
Paris Wife 'The Sandcastle Girlsis
deft, layered, eye-opening, and
riveting. I was deeply moved." Wally
Lamb, author of The Hour I First
Believed 'Powerful . . . Bohjalian's
storytelling makes this a beautiful,
frightening, and unforgettable read'
Publishers' Weekly
The Sandcastle Girls Vintage
From the bestselling author of The
Flight Attendant, here is a gripping
psychological novel of obsession
and consequence. When Laurel
Estabrook is attacked while riding
her bicycle through Vermont’s back
roads, her life is forever changed.
Formerly outgoing, Laurel
withdraws into her photography,
spending all her free time at a
homeless shelter. There she meets
Bobbie Crocker, a man with a
history of mental illness and a box
of photographs that he won’t let
anyone see. When Bobbie dies,

Laurel discovers a deeply hidden
secret–a story that leads her far
from her old life, and into a cat-and-
mouse game with pursuers who
claim they want to save her. In a
tale that travels between the
Roaring Twenties and the twenty-
first century, between Jay Gatsby’s
Long Island and rural New England,
bestselling author Chris Bohjalian
has written an extraordinary novel.
Water Witches Penguin
A sparklingly profound novel about the
conflict between love and loyalty The
quiet life of schoolmaster Bill Mor and his
wife Nan is disturbed when a young
woman, Rain Carter, arrives at the school
to paint the portrait of the headmaster.
Mor, hoping to enter politics, becomes
aware of new desires. A complex battle
develops, involving love, guilt, magic, art,
and political ambition. Mor’s teenage
children and their mother fight discreetly
and ruthlessly against the invader. The
Head, himself disenchanted, advises Mor
to seize the girl and run. The final
decision rests with Rain. Can a “great
love” be purchased at too high a price?

Skeletons at the Feast Vintage
In the aftermath of a devastating
plague, a fearless young heroine
embarks on a dangerous and
surprising journey to save her world in
this brilliantly inventive dystopian
thriller, told in bold and fierce
language, from a remarkable literary
talent. My name be Ice Cream Fifteen
Star and this be the tale of how I bring
the cure to all the Nighted States . . .
In the ruins of a future America,
fifteen-year-old Ice Cream Star and
her nomadic tribe live off of the
detritus of a crumbled civilization.
Theirs is a world of children; before
reaching the age of twenty, they all die
of a mysterious disease they call
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Posies—a plague that has killed for
generations. There is no medicine, no
treatment; only the mysterious rumor
of a cure. When her brother begins
showing signs of the disease, Ice
Cream Star sets off on a bold journey
to find this cure. Led by a stranger, a
captured prisoner named Pasha who
becomes her devoted protector and
friend, Ice Cream Star plunges into the
unknown, risking her freedom and
ultimately her life. Traveling hundreds
of miles across treacherous, unfamiliar
territory, she will experience love,
heartbreak, cruelty, terror, and
betrayal, fighting with her whole heart
and soul to protect the only world she
has ever known. Guardian First Book
Award finalist Sandra Newman delivers
an extraordinary post-apocalyptic
literary epic as imaginative as The
Passage and as linguistically ambitious
as Cloud Atlas. Like Hushpuppy in The
Beasts of the Southern Wild grown to
adolescence in a landscape as
dangerously unpredictable as that of
Ready Player One, The Country of Ice
Cream Star is a breathtaking work from
a writer of rare and unconventional
talent.
Before You Know Kindness Vintage
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER •
A luxurious African safari turns deadly
for a Hollywood starlet and her
entourage in this riveting historical
thriller from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Flight
Attendant. "The best possible
combination of Hemingway and Agatha
Christie — a gorgeously written story
about the landscape and risks of
Africa, whose edge-of-your-seat plot
makes it impossible to put down.”
—Jodi Picoult, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Wish You Were

Here Tanzania, 1964. When Katie
Barstow, A-list actress, and her new
husband, David Hill, decide to bring
their Hollywood friends to the
Serengeti for their honeymoon, they
envision giraffes gently eating leaves
from the tall acacia trees, great
swarms of wildebeests crossing the
Mara River, and herds of zebras
storming the sandy plains. Their
glamorous guests—including Katie’s
best friend, Carmen Tedesco, and
Terrance Dutton, the celebrated Black
actor who stars alongside Katie in the
highly controversial film Tender
Madness—will spend their days taking
photos, and their evenings drinking
chilled gin and tonics back at camp, as
the local Tanzanian guides warm water
for their baths. The wealthy Americans
expect civilized adventure: fresh ice
from the kerosene-powered ice maker,
dinners of cooked gazelle meat, and
plenty of stories to tell over lunch back
on Rodeo Drive. What Katie and her
glittering entourage do not expect is
this: a kidnapping gone wrong, their
guides bleeding out in the dirt, and a
team of Russian mercenaries herding
their hostages into Land Rovers, guns
to their heads. As the powerful sun
gives way to night, the gunmen shove
them into abandoned huts and Katie
Barstow, Hollywood royalty, prays for
a simple thing: to see the sun rise one
more time. A blistering story of fame,
race, love, and death set in a world on
the cusp of great change, The Lioness
is a vibrant masterpiece from one of
our finest storytellers.
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